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Abstract
Understanding individual and social decisions and how they are affected by the environment
and institutional constraints is at the heart of the the social sciences. With the exception
of psychology, traditionally in the social sciences empirical evidence is gathered via happenstance data. Such data are plagued with endogeneity problems and unobserved variables
which make it difficult to draw causal inferences and reliably test theories. In the last thirty
years laboratory experiments are increasingly adopted, especially in economics. Experimental economics research is often based on formal economic or game theoretical models with
clear-cut rules which allow unambiguous inferences from changes in environmental variables.
This model-based approach is tightly linked to two principles of experimental economics: the
use of task related (monetary) incentives and the proscription of deception. Experimental
economics plays an important role in theory and model falsification as well as in digging
up behavioral regularities in individual and interactive decision making. Research in experimental economics was instrumental in the development of new models of other-regarding
preferences, boundedly rational reasoning, adaptive learning, and ‘noisy’ equilibrium models.
The toolbox of economics experiments informs research in decision neuroscience and is also
applied in many other fields of the social sciences. Undoubtedly, experimental economics will
continue to challenge newly emerging models and suggest new theories of human behavior
and keep on to significantly contribute to knowledge in the social sciences.
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INTRODUCTION

Experimental economics applies experimental methods, utilizing economic and game theoretic
principles, to study individual and social decision situations that are of economic and social
interest. Until the 1980s economics was considered a non-experimental science and the few
experimental studies that had been carried out were largely ignored by the economic profession
as well as the other social sciences. Since then, however, experimental economics research is
on the rise and the number of publications in peer-reviewed journals is growing exponentially.
Nowadays, a search using the terms experimental economics returns about 31200 hits on Google
Scholar. This is clear evidence for the success of the field but also makes it impossible to provide
a comprehensive review of the whole field here.
Therefore, the following set-up is chosen. First, a brief history is given of research that could
be subsumed under the term experimental economics, spanning from the 18th century until today. Second, two axioms of the experimental economics research method, which distinguishes it
from most experiments in the other social sciences, especially psychology, are presented and discussed: the use of task related (monetary) incentives and the norm of not deceiving experimental
subject. It is argued that these axioms are implied by the widespread good practice in experimental economics to implement (formal) economic or game theoretic models in the experimental
laboratory and to use these models to predict outcomes. Third, the important role experimental economics played and is playing in theory testing and theory suggesting is discussed using
three different sets of experiments and games. In this way some of the important key aspects of
experimental economics are highlighted.
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A BRIEF HISTORY - FROM NON-EXPERIMENTAL TO
EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE

According to Alvin E. Roth, the beginning of experimental economics could be placed in the eighteenth century, when the Bernoulli brothers applied a (quasi-)experimental method to decision
problems under risk (reference 1 (chapter 1)). Specifically, it is reported that Nicholas Bernoulli
tried out the “St. Petersburg Gamble” 2 as a hypothetical exercise on fellow mathematicians.
This is a gamble where a fair coin is tossed until head shows up. The earnings depend on the
number of trials needed for this to happen. In a popular version the earnings are parameterized in
the following way: if the winning side is scored on the first trial earnings are USD 2, if scored on
the second trial USD 4, if scored on the n-th trial USD 2n . Since this happens with probabilities
1/2, 1/4, 1/2n , respectively, the expected earnings are the infinite sum of 1’s, that is, infinity.
Perhaps not surprisingly, Bernoulli’s fellows were not willing to pay an infinite sum of money for
1

participating in this gamble. Besides the historical accounts and despite the age and prominence
of the St. Petersburg problem, documented controlled experimental tests of the problem are
scarce. The few available studies 3–5 , however, conform to the folk wisdom that people are rarely
willing to pay more than USD 4 for playing the gamble 6 . Puzzled by the discrepancy between
the expected value and the intuitive upper bound people would and should be willing to pay, the
Bernoulli’s developed a pre-version of expected utility with decreasing marginal utility. That is
they introduced risk aversion into decision theory. Therefore, the hypothetical St. Petersburg
experiment may be regarded as a first instance where experimental results were informative for
theory building in the social sciences. This also relates to the important role of experimental
economics as theory suggesting, which will be exemplified with more examples below.
Bardsley et al. identify philosopher David Hume as “another candidate for the experimental
economist’s Hall of Fame” (reference 7 , p.4) because he suggested the use of experiments for a
better understanding of human ideas and reasonings. Other early accounts of influence of experimental findings on economic thinking can be found in the work of the pioneers of neoclassical
economic theory and the marginal revolution in economics 8,9 . Their ideas were inspired by the
diminishing marginal relationship between stimuli and sensations identified in early experimental
studies in psychology (reference 7 , p.5).
Despite these early accounts that experiments can produce useful and informative results
for social sciences research and, in particular, economics, it was considered a non-experimental
science for the largest part of the twentieth century. Such skepticism regarding the experimental
method was also prevailing in related social sciences, as sociology and political science, where
individual decisions and aggregate outcomes are shaped by (social) interaction. Generally, it was
thought to be impossible to artificially create environments – in the laboratory or the field – that
could reflect politically, socially, or economically relevant factors in a way that could generate
scientifically sound and societally and economically relevant results. Economics, in particular,
was assumed to be doomed to rely on observations collected in naturally occurring situations
or on happenstance data generated by (un)intended natural experiments. This predominant
view is frequently illustrated by a quote of the 1976 Nobel laureate in economic science Milton Friedman who wrote in 1953: “Unfortunately, we can seldom test particular predictions in
the social sciences by experiments explicitly designed to eliminate what are judged to be the
most important disturbing influences. Generally, we must rely on evidence cast up by the ’experiments’ that happen to occur.” (reference 10 , p.10). Most prominent economists (see, e.g.,
reference 11 ) held a similar view up to the mid-eighties of the last century, thereby expressing
the attitude of the overwhelming majority of active researchers in economics and the social sci-
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ences at this time. Some still hold this denying view 12 , while others have radically changed
their opinion already in the 1990’s by attesting experimental economics to be an “exciting new
development.”(reference 13 , p.5).
The first ‘modern type’ economics experiments were conducted in the 1930’s by psychophysicist Thurstone 14 which were published in a psychology journal. The publication of an
economics experiment in a leading economics journal did not occur before 1948 when Edward H.
Chamberlain published his test on whether markets work efficiently 15 , which was largely ignored
by the community, however. Nevertheless, in the 1950s and 1960s publications of lab experiments
in economic journals witnessed a slow growth 16–19 that strongly accelerated later, especially
from the 1980s onwards. (For detailed evidence, see reference 20 and reference 7 , chapter 1.)
The significance of economics experiments was publicly recognized at the beginning of the 21st
century with awarding the Nobel prize in economic sciences 2002 to Vernon Smith “for having
established laboratory experiments as a tool in empirical economic analysis” who shared the prize
with psychologist Daniel Kahneman “for having integrated insights from psychological research
into economic science” 21 . A second important recognition for the use of economics experiments
in not only economics but also political science constitutes the Nobel prize in economic sciences
2009 awarded to Elinor Ostrom who uses experiments in many of her studies on the governance
of the commons 22,23 . Nowadays the methods and tools of experimental economics are widely
accepted in the social sciences and its success in terms of delivering new insights for economics
and beyond undeniable.

3

PRINCIPLES IN EXPERIMENTAL ECONOMICS

Traditionally research in economics is a strongly driven by theory and formal modeling. This
tradition also echoes in experimental economics in, for instance, the fact that many of the
pioneers of experimental economics are theorists by training. Moreover, and more importantly,
it is common practice in experimental economics to implement experimental designs (aka as
’paradigms’ in experimental psychology) that closely resemble (game) theoretical models. The
closeness of resemblance differs across experiments but it is fair to say that being theory- or
model-based unites a large class of economics experiments.

3.1

The use of monetary incentives

Metaphorically speaking, an economics experiment is an economic decision situation or game
that materializes in the laboratory. However, theoretical models are abstract and economic
decision situations are real in the sense that real people make real decisions and real payoffs
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and earnings are implicated 24 . Therefore, an important problem to be solved is how one can
translate an abstract model into a real laboratory decision situation. The solution to this problem
is provided by Vernon Smith’s induced values theory. 25 The theory can be illustrated in the
framework of a classical market experiment testing the predictive power of the competitive theory
of supply and demand. In such an experiment buyers and sellers ’meet’ on an anonymous
market to trade goods at mutual benefit. In the laboratory buyers and sellers are students
and the goods to be traded are, for instance, red and blue paper strips, which are intrinsically
worthless. One task of the experimenter is to induce value into the paper strips. In addition, since
competitive market theory is silent about other elements that may influence trading behavior,
like mood, boredom or fun from experiment participation, envy and fairness regarding the other
participants, etc., the experimenter needs to have control over the subjects’ preferences. That
is, the homegrown preferences subjects bring to the laboratory must be neutralized and the new
induced preferences should be the sole (or at least most important) motivation for trading paper
strips. To achieve this, a reward medium, usually money, m = m0 + ∆m is introduced, where
m0 subsumes a subject’s wealth net of the money received in the experiment, which is given by
∆m. A subject’s unobservable preferences can be denoted by a function V (m0 + ∆m, z) where z
stands for all elements save money a subject may derive (dis)utility from. To achieve control over
a subject’s preferences the experimenter has to guarantee that three assumptions are satisfied.
(1) Monotonicity: everything else equal, subjects always prefer more over less money m. That is,
the marginal utility of money ∂V /∂m is strictly positive for all feasible combinations of (m, z).
(2) Salience: the monetary earnings ∆m of a subject received in the experiment depend on the
decisions of the subject. That is, earnings in the experiment are not a flat fee but task related. (3)
Dominance: any changes in a subject’s unobserved utility from decisions in the experiment stems
predominantly from the change in money income ∆m. That is, the influence of the unobservable
other elements z in the utility function on behavior in the experiment are negligible.
To see that under these assumptions the experimenter can indeed induce preferences over
red and blue paper strips, consider that subjects in the experiment are paid according to their
final holdings of red paper strips, x, and blue paper strips, y. (This example is a version of the
example in reference 26 .) The experimenter wants to induce a utility function U (x, y) which is
represented by the subject’s reward matrix R(x, y) = ∆m. Hence, a subject’s true unobserved
preferences are represented by V (m0 +∆m, z) = V (m0 +U (x, y), z). In order to induce the utility
function U (x, y) it needs to be satisfied that the marginal trade-off between x and y are the same
for V (x, y) and U (x, y), because then and only then R(x, y) overwrites the subject’s homegrown
preferences and choices between red and blue paper strips depend only on the induced utility
function U (x, y). To show that the marginal trade-offs are indeed the same it is necessary and
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sufficient to show that the marginal rate of substitutions (M RS) between x and y, that is the
ratio of marginal utilities between x and y, are the same for V and U :
V
M RSx,y
=

∂V
∂x
∂V
∂y

=

∂V ∂U
∂m ∂x
∂V ∂U
∂m ∂y

+
+

∂V
∂z
∂V
∂z

∂z
∂x
∂z
∂y

=

∂V
∂m
∂V
∂m

∂U
∂x
∂U
∂y

=

∂U
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∂U
∂y

U
= M RSx,y

The first equality sign is the definition of the M RS between x and y for utility function V .
The second equality holds because saliency guarantees that ∂U/∂x and ∂U/∂y are not zero. The
third equation holds by approximation because of dominance, ∂z/∂x ≈ ∂z/∂y ≈ 0. The fourth
equation is obtained through monotonicity, ∂V /∂m > 0, and the fifth is again the definition of
the M RS between x and y, now for utility function U .
The first two assumptions of induced values theory are easily satisfied. Everything else equal,
there are not many people who dislike to have more money and saliency is controlled by the
experimenter. The third assumption, however, may be problematic if, for instance, subjects take
the earnings of others into account. This potential problematic of earnings comparisons or fairness considerations for induced values theory was also recognized by Smith himself. He argues,
though, that it can be easily avoided by “the experimental condition of ‘incomplete information’ ”(reference 25 , p.278). That is, by not informing subjects about the earnings contingencies
of other subjects. This solution is indeed successfully used in experimental market experiments
where prices and quantities converge faster to the predicted competitive equilibrium with incomplete than with complete information about earnings contingencies 27 . Yet, this is not an overall
solution because in many interesting situations people know each others earnings contingencies
and often even each others actual earnings. Yet, the potential weakness of the third assumption
turns out to be an actual strength. In fact, it allows researchers who are interested in people’s
social motivations, which are comprised in the variable z, to use monetary rewards to test the
strength of these motivations by changing the monetary trade-off between ones own earnings
and the earnings of others. Andreoni and Miller 28 , for instance, exploit this possibility in order
to construct, test, and estimate people’s preferences for altruism. Their starting pointing is the
well-known dictator game 29–31 , where one subject, the dictator, can share or not money with
another subject, the recipient. If the dictator is a rational selfish money maximizer she should
keep all and give nothing. This is not observed, however. In shares of the total amount to be
allocated, the dictator’s average allocations to the recipient varies between 10 and 52 percent,
and the frequency of (near) equal splits varies between 4 and 44 percent, mainly depending on the
strength of anonymity between dictator, recipient and experimenter (Table 2.4 in reference 32 ).
Two interesting studies challenge the interpretation that giving in dictator games reflects altruistic preferences or a taste for fairness by pointing out that framing or experimenter demand
effects may explain some of the seemingly altruistic behavior 33,34 .
5

Andreoni and Miller 28 modify the standard dictator game experiment in two ways. First,
they vary the amount to be allocated across different decisions within subjects. Second, while in
the standard dictator game one unit of money kept has the same value to the dictator as one unit
of money given has to the recipient, this relative value of money kept and money given varies in
the modified game. For instance, in one variation one unit kept is worth USD 1 to the dictator
but one unit given is worth USD 4 to the recipient. These variations in the amount to be allocated
and the relative value of keep and give have the same interpretation as variations in the budget
constraint and relative prices of goods in consumption choice. In the experiment the dictator’s
‘consumption’ choice is between own earnings and earnings of the recipient. In this framework
one can utilize the axioms of revealed preferences 35 to construct preferences that are consistent
with the observed choices. Using this approach the authors find that almost 100 percent of the
participants’ preferences obey to basic principles of rational decision theory or are, as the authors
call it, rationally altruistic. Yet, being rational does not necessarily mean being selfishly money
maximizing. In fact, only about a quarter of the subjects are strictly selfish money maximizers,
the rest exhibits altruistic preferences at different degrees. In addition, about one-quarter of the
subjects have preferences consistent with jealousy or spite. Other studies have also exploited the
apparent ‘weakness’ of the third assumption of induced values theory to measure social or otherregarding and found that many people have a preference for efficiency 36 but also that mixed
motives could be important 37 . (For a survey on dictator game and other allocation experiments,
see reference 38 .)
From such and other research it appears that the use of task related incentives has some clear
advantages over purely hypothetical scenarios. The fact that almost all published experimental economics studies use task related incentives also indicates that there is a large agreement
among economists that saliency is considered to be an important design feature of economics
experiments. Indeed, studies show that behavior differs between experiments with and without
task related incentives. For instance, data generated without monetary incentives tend to exhibit more noise 39 and with money at stake people are less generous than when generosity is
hypothetical 29 . However, whether this implies that extrinsic monetary incentives are generally
to be favored over no such incentives is a matter of debate not only between economists and
psychologists 40 but also among economists 7 .

3.2

The norm of no deception

In experimental economics there is a strong norm against the use of deception, defined as actively misleading experimental subjects. Although nowhere formally formulated, the norm of no
deception is so strong that it is basically impossible to publish an experimental study where the
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norm is perceived to be violated in any peer-reviewed economics journal. In 2001, Hertwig and
Ortmann 40 estimated that only 0.17 out of 10 published experiments used deception and it is
likely that this number is even smaller now.
The proposition that deception should not be used in experiments rests on two axioms.
First, that trust between experimental subjects and the experimenter is fundamental for having
control over an experimental setting. Experimental economics designs often implement a game or
decision situation with clear rules, where it is important, in order to draw accurate inferences, that
subjects understand and believe the rules, inclusive the implied consequences for earnings. The
discussed modified dictator game can serve as an example. Among other things, the researchers
were interested in the price effect on revealed altruism. A hypothesis was that, if it is relatively
more costly to be generous, dictators will be less willing to give money to the recipient. If one
observes instead that a subject shares 50:50 irrespective of the relative price of giving money
away, one can conclude that this subject’s preferences over own earning and other earnings are
close to perfect complements. Such a conclusion could not be drawn if one would have to doubt
that the subject believes that her decisions will have the consequences described by the rules of
the experiment. Indeed, if a subject believes that her choices do not have real consequences or
that the real consequences are different from those described by the rules of the experiment the
researcher cannot draw any conclusion from any observed choice. Hence, as long as one is not
interested in behavior of subjects in situations where the experimenter knows that the subject
knows or suspects to be deceived, deception seems not to be a good design choice.
This leads to the second axiom, namely that deception produces a negative externality for
the scientific community. The practice of deception and debriefing in some social sciences implies
that the knowledge of the practice of deception can and most likely will spread in the potential
subject pool. Hence, even if a researcher herself does not deceive, the fact that others deceive
can undermine subjects’ confidence and trust and in consequence the researchers inferences from
the data. Given that in practice many subjects are students the importance and speed of the
spread of knowledge of deceptive practices should not be underestimated. In addition, with the
increasing popularization of science via mass media the practice of deception may also spread
further among the general population, which may also impede inferences from experiments with
more representative subject pools. For most (if not all) experimental economists the externality
argument together with the necessity of controlling the experimental setting, perhaps combined
with the sanctioning mechanism of having difficulties to publish a paper that violates the norm,
is sufficient for subscribing to the no deception norm. In fact, there is the additional argument
that the use of deception is likely only myopically optimal, because a deceiving experimenter
may undermine the validity of her own future research.
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An obvious problem in the discussion regarding the no deception norm is to find clean evidence
that deception indeed has the presumed negative consequences. On the one hand, one cannot
draw conclusive inferences from data that were generated using deception because either the
data are already contaminated or no control conditions are available. (See reference 41 for a
meta-analysis approach to the estimation of the costs of deception.) On the other hand, it is
difficult to conduct a controlled experiment on the effect of deception without actually deceiving
subjects. An exceptional study achieving the latter with the least possible damage for the
scientific community is reported in reference 42 . There it is shown that, in comparison to subjects
who have not been deceived, deceived and debriefed subjects have a lower return rate to future
experiments and also differ in their behavior. The authors conclude that their data provide
qualified support for the proscription of deception.

4

THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN RIGOROUS THEORETICAL MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

There are to fundamental but interrelated ways of thinking about the usefulness of economics
experiment. One is that experimental economics is useful for testing theories. The other is
that economics experiments can be used for “searching for facts” 43 , that is, identifying and
refining behavioral regularities. The latter aspect can feedback into the former as such identified
regularities can inform theoretical reasoning and lead to new theoretical models or at least
adjustments of existing ones. In the following three, in that respect, particularly interesting (sets
of) experimental games are presented and discussed. In each case, first the game underlying the
experiment will be presented and the standard game theoretic predictions derived. Thereafter,
the behavioral regularities observed in the experiments will be discussed and compared to the
standard predictions. Lastly, adjusted or new theoretical models inspired by deviations from
standard theory will be presented.

4.1

The guessing a number game

The guessing game 44 (aka beauty contest) was introduced to the experimental economics literature by Nagel 45 . In this simple game each participating player has to guess a number between 0
and 100 (inclusive). The person who chooses the number that is closed to the weighted average
of p times the average of all chosen numbers wins the game. In case there is more than one
closest number a random device chooses one of them as the winner with equal probability. The
winner receives a substantial predetermined reward, mostly money. Usually it is assumed that
0 < p < 1, although there are also versions with p > 1. For convenience, assume p = 1/2 which
8

is will also be the parameter of the experiment reported here. The game has the nice game theoretical feature that is solvable with iterated elimination of weakly dominated strategies. Assume
that each player wants to win the game. The first step of reasoning is then that for p = 1/2
nobody will choose a number strictly larger than 50, because irrespective of the others choices
the weighted average is at most 50 and one can never win when choosing a number larger than
50. The second step involves the first-order rationality assumption that if every player reasons
like that, the weighted average can never be larger than 25 and, hence, one should never choose a
number strictly larger than 25. Again, considering that everybody will reason like that the third
step implies never to choose a number strictly larger than 12.5. On the t-th iteration nobody
should choose a number strictly larger than (1/t2 )100, which converges to 0 when t grows beyond
limit. Hence, infinite iteration of elimination of weakly dominated strategies leads to everybody
choosing zero, which is also the unique Nash equilibrium of this game. Thus, under the assumption of common knowledge of rationality, that is that subjects are rational and believe that all
other subjects are also rational and believe that all subjects believe that all other subjects are
rations etc., all subjects should choose zero.
In order to allow for learning, in experiments the game is often played repeatedly for several
rounds. Between rounds information is given about the actually chosen average number in the
previous round. Figure 1 shows the results of a fully incentivized class room experiment during
a psychology class at Maastricht University with more than 160 participants where the game
was played for two rounds. The observed behavior in both rounds is representative for the
original results 45 , which also have been replicated several times with students 46,47 but also with
the general population via newspaper experiments. 48 . In the first round, the average guess is
24.1 (median 18.5) and a large array of different numbers is observed. Only a few participants
choose numbers larger than 50 and still not many numbers larger than 25, indicating that most
participants used at least two iterations of reasoning, but also not many more. In the round
2 data (Figure 1(b)) a clear learning process is feasible as the mass of chosen numbers shifts
left giving an average of 10.2 (median 6). Now most participants choose numbers lower than
12.5 indicating that they used at least three iterations of reasoning. Repeating the game more
often usually leads to further shifts of the distribution of chosen numbers to the left (see, e.g.,
reference 45 ).
From the data it is obvious that participants do not immediately play the Nash equilibrium.
These and equivalent results in similar games 49 inspired the development of models of limited
reasoning known as cognitive hierarchy and k-level models 50,51 . These two models differ in details
but their basic idea is the same. Both assume that there are types of players who differ in depthof-reasoning. In the simplest version a level-0 type just chooses randomly, a level-1 type takes an

9

(a) Guessing game results - Round 1 (average guess: 24.1,
median guess: 18.5, n=166)

(b) Guessing game results - Round 2 (average guess: 10.2,
median guess: 6, n=165)

Figure 1: Guessing game results
optimal action under the assumption that the others are of level-0, a level-2 type takes an optimal
action under the assumption that the others are of level-1, and so on. In applications it is often
assumed that higher level types also make errors which can easily be integrated in the models.
Calibrations of these models lead to predictions that are surprisingly consistent with the data
observed in games of strategic reasoning, as the guessing game. Interestingly, the distribution
of estimated types in the population of participants is relatively stable across different games
and the depth-of-reasoning is seldomly higher than level-3, with most mass on level-1 and level2. Importantly, a level-k player is rational in the game theoretic sense but departs from Nash
equilibrium reasoning in having a simple model of others. While these models organize that data
for a given game quite well it is an open issue how well these models predict across games. But,
this is ultimately an empirical issue and calls for experiments tackling this question.
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4.2

The travelers’ dilemma

The story of the travellers’ dilemma game 52 goes as follows 53 . During vacation two travelers
purchase identical antiques which get lost on their return flight. To be eligible for compensation
the airline asks both travelers to independently and simultaneously state their claims. To avoid
excessive dishonest claims the airline stipulates some rules. The travelers can state any integer
claim between USD 2 and USD 100 (inclusive) but will be paid only the smaller of the stated
claims. Further, if the two claims differ, the traveler with the lower claim will receive a bonus
of USD 2 while the traveler with the larger claim will have to pay a penalty of USD 2. From
the joint perspective of both travelers it would be reasonable that both state USD 100, leaving
each of them with the highest possible compensation. Note, however, that if traveler A assumes
that traveler B states USD 100 she has an incentive to undercut by stating USD 99, because she
would receive the bonus and end up with USD 101. Since the same reasoning applies to traveler
B both will rather choose USD 99 instead of USD 100. Yet, if both travelers have arrived at
that conclusion the same reasoning applies again leading to further undercutting until it becomes
impossible. Hence, at the end both will claim USD 2, which are also the unique Nash equilibrium
claims. When thinking about the game it seems implausible that the small bonus and penalty
will drive real people’s behavior all the way down to the Nash equilibrium. Yet, what if the bonus
and penalty are substantial, say USD 60? Is it still unintuitive that the travelers will rather go for
the secure low claim payment than for the uncertain high claim with a high potentially penalty?
Goeree and Holt 54 conducted experiments where subjects played the travelers’ dilemma
game in pairs and had to choose claims between 80 and 200 (inclusive). In one treatment
the bonus/penalty was low, R = 10, in a second treatment it was intermediate, R = 25, and
in a third treatment it was high, R = 50. In all treatments the unique Nash equilibrium is
for both subjects to choose 80 for the reasons given above. The striking results are depicted in
Figure 2(a). For a low bonus/penalty subjects were indeed largely able to resists the temptation
of undercutting and chosen claims are at or very close to the maximum claim. This changes
drastically for the high bonus/penalty treatment where a majority of choices is precisely at the
lowest claim Nash equilibrium and only in a negligible number of cases high claims are chosen.
The intermediate bonus/penalty treatments generates claims in-between these extremes. A theoretical modeling approach that has been successful in organizing such results is to allow for
mistakes which likelihood is weighted by the potential losses induced by ones own mistakes and
by the mistakes other players may make. The intuition is that if for a given strategy a mistake
by the other player would lead to a larger loss than for another strategy than one will play the
latter strategy with a higher likelihood. A similar reasoning holds for own mistakes and for the
other players. Hence, players are still assumed to play best responses but are allowed to make
11

(a) Frequency of chosen claims for low (red), intermediate
(yellow) and high (blue) bonus/penalty.

(b) Estimated densities of chosen claims for low (red),
intermediate (yellow) and high (blue) bonus/penalty using logit QRE model; Nash equilibrium is at 80.

Figure 2: Traveler’s dilemma
Note: Copyright(1999) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. 54

mistakes with the likelihood of a mistake being inversely related to its severity. This idea of an
‘equilibrium with noise’ is formalized in the concept of Quantal Response Equilibrium 55 (QRE).
The weight of the mistake in the calculation of the best response is the free parameter in this
model which covers the full range from pure random choice to fully rational behavior. QRE is
applied as logit-QRE to the travelers dilemma game in references 52,54,56 . Figure 2(b) shows the
calculated densities of the chosen claims on the basis of logit QRE. Comparing actual choices and
estimates shows that the logit QRE model captures the main features of the experimental data
well. In particular, it reproduces the comparative statics effect for the different bonus/penalty
treatments. For low bonus/penalty the probability mass is at the high end of the claims, while for
high bonus/penalty it is at the low end. As for the actual data, for intermediate bonus/penalty
most mass of the choice probabilities are in intermediate claim ranges.
QRE is also successfully applied to a range of other games 56 but can be criticized on conceptual and empirical grounds. Conceptually because QRE does not truly model bounded rational
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behavior, but – as the Nash equilibrium – relies on a fixed point argument, implicitly assuming
common knowledge of noisy best response behavior and, hence, highly rational players. From
this perspective QRE is an ‘as-if’ model that should be judged on basis of its success in reproducing actual behavior and not because it is a realistic model of human behavior. Empirically,
it is vulnerable because for some games it errs consistently in the opposite direction from the
observed behavior. 57

4.3

Ultimatum, gift-exchange and trust games

This last set of experiments to be discussed is on a class of games that are also known beyond
experimental economics because they are useful for the study of social motives or social preferences. Indeed, the number of published experiments on these games is huge and it is impossible
to fully survey them here. (For surveys or meta-analysis of experiments on the ultimatum game,
gift-exchange and trust game see references 32,58,59 .) They are briefly discussed here because the
results obtained in experiments on these games have been instrumental in the development of
theoretical models of generalized preferences of fairness and reciprocity. The ultimatum game 60
is a simple bargaining game where a first mover (proposer) can make a proposal of how to share
a given amount of money and a second mover (responder) can accept or reject the proposal.
Upon acceptance the proposal is implemented. If the responder rejects both receive nothing.
The unique subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is that the proposer demands the whole amount
and the responder accepts. In the gift-exchange game 61,62 a firm can offer wages to a worker who
can upon acceptance exert effort which increases the firms revenues but decreases the workers
earnings because effort is costly. Here the unique subgame perfect equilibrium stipulates that
irrespective of the received wage the worker always chooses the lowest effort, the firm anticipates
this and offers a contract with the lowest possible wage. The trust or investments game 63 is
similar to the gift-exchange game. There a first mover (trustor) can sent an amount of money to
the second mover (trustee). The sent amount is tripled and the trustee can – but does not have
to – send back any of the received amount. In this game, in the unique subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium the trustee keeps all the money received, the trustor anticipates that and does not
send any money in the first place.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the standard game theoretic predictions are not borne out by the
data. In ultimatum games proposers offer substantial amounts of money and responders reject
positive but low offers. In the gift-exchange game firms offer higher than minimum wages and
workers reciprocate with higher than minimum effort. In fact, there is a strong positive relationship between wages offered and effort chosen. Similarly, in trust games trustors regularly send
positive amounts and trustees most of the time do not exploit their strong position but send
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money back. In response to these violations of predictions based on the standard selfish-money
maximizing assumption a number of generalized preference models have been developed. These
models can roughly be classified in outcome based 64–68 and intention based 69,70 models. Outcome based models assume that subjects dislike inequality or have a taste for efficiency. Intention
based models build on psychological game theory 71,72 and take the opportunities players have
and their beliefs about the intentions of other players into account. For instance, a decision that
leads to unequal earnings is always disliked in outcome based models but not so in intention based
models if the player responsible for the outcome had no other choice or when the other choices
would have led to even more unequal outcomes. There are also hybrid models 73,74 developed
that try to merge both ideas.
Overall and on the aggregate level these models can organize the data quite well and there
are even successful attempts to estimate inequality aversion in the general population using
ultimatum game experiments 75 . Yet, in organizing individual level data these models perform
less well. Specifically, across different games the correlation of motives within-subjects is low 76 .
A possible reason for this low correlation could be that people’s considerations in situations
where they have to make a trade-off between own earnings and the earnings of others are not
one-dimensional as assumed in these models but are derived from mixed motives 37 . Clearly
further developments of encompassing theoretical models and experimental tests of these models
are necessary in order to converge to a decision model that captures the most important aspects
of the decisions process in situations where social comparisons are important.

4.4

More fields in experimental economics

There is an extensive experimental economics literature in areas that are not touched upon here.
For instance, the large and important literature on public good games with and without punishment is ignored. (For surveys see references 77,78 and for recent studies going beyond the usual
homogeneous groups implementation by introducing heterogeneity see references 79–81 .) Similarly, there are vivid experimental research activities on coordination games 82 , communication
and learning 32 , auctions 83,84 , markets and industrial organization 85 , etc. Interesting is also the
development of experimental research in an area that until now has proven to be quite immune
to the insights generated by experimental research: macroeconomics. There is only a handful
but slowly increasing number of published experimental studies dealing with macroeconomic
questions, using so-called global games 86 , applying and testing general equilibrium theory 87–92 ,
investigating financial markets 93 , and examining monetary theory 94 . (For an overview see reference 95 .)
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CONCLUSION

Over the last thirty years experimental economics has developed from playing only a marginal
role in economics research into a mature and widely accepted research branch in economics and
beyond. Part of this success has to be attributed to the fact that experimental designs in economics are usually based on formal game theoretic models, which force the researcher to be clear
and concise about her assumptions when formulating hypotheses. The formal models also provide
useful guidelines regarding the importance of specific environmental variables and how changes
in that variables are expected to affect the outcome variables of interest, which in turn allows
causal inference. Economics experiments are, therefore, an ideal test-bed for falsifying theoretical models. Importantly, however, as much as economics experiments are useful for falsifying
(elements of) existing theoretical models they are equally important for suggesting adaptations
of existing models or even entirely new ways of thinking about how people make decisions in
economic and strategic environments. The theory based nature of economics experiments also
implies to large extent the two principles of experimental economics research: the use of task
related (monetary) incentives and the norm of no deception. No deception is a prerequisite for
drawing valid inferences because there must be no doubt that experimental subjects believe the
rules they are told. Task related incentives are important because models often make predictions
of change in behavior related to such incentives. It also allows to induce preferences over otherwise worthless objects. Further, these incentives can and have been used to measure trade-offs
between monetary and non-monetary aspects of human motivation.
The interplay between theoretical modeling and experimental falsification will also play a
major role in future experimental economics research. Currently, many alternative models of
individual and social decision-making are on the market. Economics experiments are ideally
suited to pit alternative models against each other. Further, new experimental designs will lead to
new unexpected behavioral regularities which will in turn generate new decision-making models.
In the future, there will also be an increasingly important role for economics experiments as
tools of policy advice, because with experiments one can implement complex economic and social
policy problems that are beyond theoretical analytical tractability. In addition, in experiments
real peoples behavior is observed which seems an important precondition for offering useful policy
advice. 96,97 .
The success of economics experiments as a research method may also be measured by their
application in other social sciences. Indeed, the relatively new research branch of neuroeconomics (aka decision neuroscience) may have not developed as successfully as it did without the
tools provided by experimental economics. Experimental designs based on or inspired by economics experiments have been used in the study of neural correlates with cooperative behavior 98 ,
15

trust 99–101 , rejections in ultimatum games 102,103 , social preferences 104,105 , and strategic reasoning in guessing games 106 , among others. (For more examples and overviews of the application
of experimental economics principles in neuroeconomics, see references 107–110 .) In sociology experimental economics methods are used for the study of trust 111,112 and networks 113 , in biology
for investigating the evolution of pro-social behavior 114,115 , in psychiatry to study cooperation
in patients with borderline disorder 116 and trust in patients with clinical paranoia 117 , and in
political science to study voting behavior 118,119 and legislative bargaining 120 .
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